Frequently Asked Questions
How should I label my entries?
Please ensure that each bottle/can/keg is labeled with your brewery name and beer name. If a
commercial label is already on your bottle/can/keg and the brewery name and beer name are present
then there is no need to add an additional label. Note: The judges will not see any bottle/can/keg so
there is no need to remove any commercial label. Additionally, there is no need to add any additional
information on your bottle/can/keg, as any special instructions etc. will be provided to the judges in a
separate document. Our competition labels are computer generated with the information provided
from your entry form. During the check in process we will match your entries to your entry form and
affix the competition label that includes the division and class information.

How many samples are needed?
Entries may be submitted in bottles, cans, or kegs with a minimum of either six (6) bottles of less than 22
oz. or four (4) bottles of 22 oz. or more; or one keg with an American Sanke fitting. Each beer may be
entered in only one category. Breweries may enter as many entries as they desire.

Where do I ship/drop off?
Beers will be received from Tuesday, April 7 – Friday, April 10, 2020. Shipments or deliveries will be
received from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. If shipping, all beers entered MUST BE SHIPPED PREPAID. If delivering,
please enter gate 1 off of McKinley Ave. Let the guard know you are delivering for the beer competition
and they will direct you back.

Los Angeles International Beer Competition
1101 W. McKinley Ave.
Pomona, CA 91768

What is Cheers and how can I be a part of it?
For over a decade, Cheers has been a celebration of the award-winning wine, spirits, beer, and extra
virgin olive oils from the Los Angeles International Competitions. Cheers brings the best producers and
artisans to pour for an audience of veteran and amateur tasters alike. Set in the rustic backdrop of the
five-acre Farm at Fairplex, Cheers is a night of festivity, friends and fun.
The Cheers event benefits The Learning Centers at Fairplex, a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization that, in
partnership with Fairplex, provides a wide spectrum of innovative and enriching educational experiences
that bring learning to life, benefit our diverse communities, and prepare our participants for success.
Please indicate on your entry form (hard copy or online) that you would like to participate and we will
send you the registration information. The event is free to participate in and we encourage you to
promote your brewery and your brew as well as the LA International Commercial Beer Competition. If
you already registered for the competition and missed indicating your interest in participating in Cheers,
please email apond@fairplex.com and the information will be sent out to you.

When will results be posted?
Results will be posted at www.labeercomp.com no later than April 30, 2020.

